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ANALYSIS OF RESTRAINED COLUMNS PERMITTED TO SWAY
1 2by Victor Levi, At) M9 ASCE, George Co Driscoll, Jro, MQ ASeE
3
and Le-Wu Lu, Ao MQ ASeE
INTRODUCTION
In a rigidly jointed multi-story frame, which is not braced
against joint translations, all columns can be considered as re-
strained columns permitted to swayo The behavior and strength of
these columns directly affect those of the frame. Consider the
unbraced three-story, three-bay frame shown in Fig. l(a). Under
the combined action of the gravity and lateral loads, the struc-
ture deforms to the sway configuration shown. All story levels
translate horizontally, causing relative displacements of the
ends of the column members (story sway) 0 Each column in the
frame is therefore subjected to three types of bending moments:
1) Moment caused by the gravity load due to rigid frame action,
2) Moment required to resist story shear, and 3) Moment result-
lng from displacing the axial force in the column through the
story swayo The third type, often referred to as secondary mo-
mE!nt, may become significant if the axial force or the story
sway or both are relatively large.
1Prof. of Civ. Engrg., Univ. of Panama, Panama City, Panama
2Research Prof o of Civ. Engrg., Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pat
3Research Assoco Prof. of Civ. Engrg., Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pat
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The behavior of a column in an unbraced frame may be studied
by isolating the colum~ and its neighboring members from the struc-
ture and forming a beam-to-column 8ubassemblage. A 8ubassemblage
that represents the behavior of column AB of the frame in Fig. 1(a)
is illustrated in Fig. l(b)~ In this 8ubassemblage the flexural
restraints offered by the members that are not framed directly into
the column are approximated by rotational springs, and the reslst-
Boce to sway provided by these members is represented by lateral
springs. In order to study the strength of column AB in the sub-
assemblage, it is first necessary to develop a method for analyzing
the restrained column shown in Fig. l(c). In this column the ro-
tationsl restraints offered by all the neighboring members at each
joint are approximated by a single spring and the resistance to
relative translation between A and B is represented by a lateral
The reasons for the study of restrained columns and 8ubassem-
blages are: 1) The analysis of an entire multi-story, multi-bay
frame is almost prohibitive 1f stability and deflection effects
are predominant considerations and 2) 8ubassemblages can be used
1n the analysis and design of individual members and of member
groups, when conservative assumptions are made for end conditlons o
A plastic design procedure for unbraced frames, based on the results
presented in this paper, has already been developed and is presented
4
elsewhere.
4Daniels, J o Ho , and Lu, L. W., "The Subassemblage Method of
Designing Unbraced Multi-Story Frames," Report No. 273..37,
Fritz Engrg. Lab., Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa., 1966.
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The analysis of restrained columns with sway has re-
celved little attention in the literature. A very simple column
was analyzed byJ. Oxfort5 and by K. Knothe6 and their results
were compared with those obtained by applying an approximate
7
method originally proposed by W. Merchant. The same structure
8
was also studied by U. Vogel using an iterative procedure. An
esploratory test on a sway column was conducted by M. G. Lay and
9T. V. Galambos 0
This paper presents a numerical method of analysisfpr
reattained columns having any type of rotational and lateral re-
straints and subjected to any combination of external moments and
lateral force. The method is subsequently modified for simplified
application to four special types of restrained co"iumns. Column
material is assumed to behave in an elaltlcand perfectly plastic
manner (elasto-pla8tl~).
In all the columns to be analyzed, the followins data
are assumed to be known: The length, the cross section, and the
yield stress of the column, the properties of the rotational and
lateral restraints, and the magnitude of the axial force. Additional
5 ... 'Oxfort, J., "Die Verfahren zur Stabl1itaetsberechnung statisch
unbestlmmter biegesteifer Stahlstabwerke. Verillchen an einem
Untersuchungsbeispiel," Der Stahlbau, Vol. 32. No.2, 1963, p. 42
6Knothe t K. t "VergleiChende" Daratellung der Naeherungsmethoden zur
Bestimmung der Traglast eines blegestelfen stahlstabwerked,"
Der Stahlbau, Vol. 31, No. 11, 1963, p.330
7Merchantt W. t "Frame StabiHty in the Plastic Range." British
Welding Journal, Vol. 3, No.8, 1956. p. 366
8Vogel, Uo , "Die Traglastberechnung stahlerner Rahmentragwerke nach
der Plastiz1t8tstheorleII. Ordnung," Heft, Stahlbau-Verlag. Koln, 1965
9
Lay. MQ Go, and Galambos, To V., "Experimental Behavior of Restrained
Columns," Bulletin No. 110, Weldin. Research Council, New York, 1965
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quantities are specified when needed o The purpose of analysis is
to determine the maximum joint moments or lateral force that can
be carried by a given column.
Throughout this study, the columns are assumed to be
sufficiently braced to prevent out-of-plane deformation. Failure
is therefore the result of excessive bending in the plane of the
applied moments.
Notation-- 'Ibesymbols adopted for use in this paper
are defined where they first appear and are listed alphabetically
in the Appendix.
VARIABLES AND SIGN CONVENTION
The deformed configuration of a typical Iwaycolumn 1s
shown in Fig. 2(6). The column 1s loaded by two external joint
moments, (M )u and(M) ,and by a vertical force, P t actinge . e L
directly on the top of the colu1DIlo Inaddit1on, a lateral force,
Q, is applied at the level of the upper joint. ~e column 1s
restrained at its two ends by rotational restraints which react
to the joint rotations. e and 8 • with restraining moments,U . L
(Mr)U and (Mr)L. At the upper end of the column a lateral
res traint providinS resistance against side.way 1s attached. The'
lateral restraint has a stiffness k and reacts with a horizontal
force k fJ to a sway displacement 4. It is assumed that the charac-
terlstics of both the rotational and lateral restraints are known
in a given problem.
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The external moment applied at each joint is carried
partly by the column and partly by the rotational restraint. The
manner in which the joint moment is distributed depends on the
moment-rotation charac.te~istics of the column and the restraint.
In addition to the externally applied moments. there are moments
developed in the column due to the lateral displacement)A and -'due to the
horizontal shear V which is equal to the difference between Q
and ktl 0 These moments are also carried jolntly.'by the column and
the rotational restraints. It 11 important that the effect of these
moments be properly taken into account in the analysis of a sway
coluIlUl.
For a given column subjected to a specified axial force p.
the following two problems may be investiaated: 1) When the
horizontal force Q and one of the two external moments are given,
determine the maximum value of the other IIlOment which can be
safely carried by the structure, and 2) when both moments are
given, determine the maximum value of Q. Both problems are con-
sidered in this papero
The variables involved in the analysis of a general re-
strained column with sway are:
1. The height of the column. h, or the slenderness
ratio, h/r;
2. The axial force .. P, or the ratio of the axial
force to the yield force of the cross section,
P/Py (both rand Py are cross-sectional
properties);
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3. the externally applied moments, (Me)U and (Me)L
4. the lateral force, Q;
50 the properties of the rotational restraints;
60 the restraining DI01Dents, (Nr)u and (~)L i
7. the column moments, MU and l\ ;
8. the joint rotations, 8U and 81. :
9. the lateral deflection, fJ ; and
10. the stiffness of the lateral restraint, k.
As stated previously, the variables in 1, 2, 5, and 10 are
always considered to be known for a slvencolumn. Thus, the total
number of variables that must be determined or.pecified is ten.
The lateral deflection A can also be expressed nondimensionally as
the ratio 6/h which represents the rotatlonofthe chord with respect
to the vertical.
The> sign convention for moments, lateral force, and joint
and chord rotations adopted in the analysis is as follows:
(M) and(M) . are
e U e L
, .
positive. when clockwise, <I\->U ,(I\.>L ' ltv and I\.
are positive when counterclo.kwiae (Jilo2(b».
Moments and rotations attbe ends of the c,olumn: Mu j
!\, 8U ' 81 ' andi are positive when clockwise
(Figs. 2(a) and 2(b».
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Horizontal shear: V is positive if it causes a
clockwise moment about the lower joint.
According to this sign convention, all quantities shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are positive.
HETHODOF ANALYSIS FOR GENERAL CASE
As stated above the total number ofvarfables involved in
the analysis of a given column 1s ten. ThE! equations that can be
used to relate these variables are two joint equilibrium equations
(18)
(lb)
and two equations defining therestrainil'l8characterlstlclof 'the
rotational restraints
(M ) • F (9, J properties of restrainins members) (28)
r U U U
(Mr)L • 'L (e U ' properties of restraining members) (2b)
In addition the shear equilibrium of the column requires that
~ + ~ + P b, + Vb • 0 (3)
-8-
This equation can be derived by canaleSerina the':~guilibrlumof
j
the column shown i.nfig. 2(b). Throulh Bqa.2a and 2b, it is
p08s1b Ie to determine the restralntna moments, (Mr)u and ,(Mr)L J
when the joint rotations, aU and 'L tareknown. Thus, thenum-
ber of variables 18 reduced by two,. Ind' the remalnins variables
Some 'of the above eight variableaareusuilly specified
1n a sivenpl'(1)lemlf In the first type of ptoblemstlltedearl:l.er,
the lateral force. q, and one oftne t.wolxternalmoments, (Me>U
or (Me)L' aresiven. The known vI.... t"'bl'.1nt;lte.econdtypeof
problem are (Me)u"nd (M.)L. So tne total riumber of variables
becomes six. Ali,will bese.nin the laterd.velopm.nt, the pro·
(either eu or 8L )be'8Isumedand slll;)Iequefltanalya18 be made to
determine the v.lue of either the unknownmomeRt orcheunknown
(Me)U (if (Me)t, lathe \(nown moment) or Q t ~ut!\ .eO (1f 91.
is the sS8umedrotat:lon) and' A/h.
T.hetwo Jolntequilibtium .conditloR,8(Bqs. 18 and Ib)
and the she.requllibrtluncondltlon(lq .3)COhltltute threebalic
additional relationehlpsarenecess.rylfa completesolut~on to
the problem!. to be obtained. A series of charts of spec~al type
has been deve loped to provide the needed re lat,lonahips; Fig. 3
shows a s8mplechart.
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from the thrust line.
the chord and are positive if the tangents rotate clockwise from
'YL t re-
e J
U
andTwo additional angles",
Using the definitions and sign convention stated above,
Before discussing the use of the chart. it is necessary
l°LeVi, V., and Driscoll, G. C., Jr., "Response of Columns to
In-Plane Loading," Report No •. 273.10, Fritz Engrg. Lab., Lehigh
Univ., Bethlehem, Pa., 1963
All angles are positive when they represent clockwise rotations
tion. Fig. 2(c) shows the deformed column of Fig. 2(a) with all
line. aU and at are the angles measured from the thrust line to
tha tangents at the two ends, and ~ is the angle measured from
to examine the deformation of a column member in its swayed posi-
the angles aU and a L can be expressed in terms of
and 'T.
the same line to the chord. The angle T defines the direction
-1
of the thrust line and i8 given by 7 • tan VIP. It has been
lating. respectively, A/h to aU J and ~/h to aL J are also
shown. These angles represent the rotations of the -tangents from
shown that 1n practical cases this angle may be assumed to be
equal to VIP, because P is usually much greater than V .10
the chord 0 ('YU and YL as shown in Fig. 2(c) are therefore neg-
ative.) The shear force V and the vertical force P form a
ustrated in Fig. 2(8).
resultant force acting along the direction of the thrust line.
restraint notation removed for clarity. The joint rotations, eU
and aL J and the chord rotation, a/h t are the same as those 111-
Three types of angles. a , ~ , and T, may be associated with this
.. ,. +
T +
8
U
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(4a)
(4b)
and the angle 13 is given by
f).. T + Alb (5)
Similarly the rotations Yu and VL can be deterudned from
e , 9L ' and Alh by the relationshipsU
Yu •
9 Alh (6a)
U
and
VL • 9 Alh (6b)L
The type of chart shown in Fig- 3 may be used to
determine the angle I:t of a colul1I\, when the angle ex and the moment M
at one end are specified. It may also be used to find the angle a
at one end of a column, when the angle ~ and the moment M at the
same end are known. The particular chart was prepared for a
wide-flange column 'with h/r (strong-axis slenderness ratio) equal
to 30 and loaded by an axial 'force equal to O. 6 P '. The bending
,y
moments are applied about the strong axis of the cross section.
The steps which were followed in preparing the chart have been
described in detail elsewhereo lO (The material constants used were
a yield stress a • 33 kai and Young's modulus E· 30,000 kai.)y
Additional charts for a large number of pIp and h/r combinationsy
are available in a separate booklet. 1l
11Parikh I B. P. I Daniels I J. H. I and Lu, L. W. I "Plastic Design of
Multi-Story Frames - Design Aids Booklet','j'Report No. 273.24,
Fritz Engrg. Lab. t Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa., 1865
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The method developed for analyzing restrained columns
with a specified lower external moment and a specified lateral
force is summarized as follows.
1. Select a value of 91 and compute the cor-
responding restraining moment, (~)L' from the
known moment-rotation characteristic of the
lower restraint. The moment Mt of the column
can then be determined from Eq. lb, Mt • (Me)L - (Mr)L.
2. Assume a trial value for ~ and compute the chord
rotation A/h. The shear force V can be
determined as the difference between Q and. kA •
Since the axial force P 1s specified in a siven
problem, the angle T can be computed from,. -vIP.
The sum of ,. and 9t determines the angle at (Eq. 4b).
3. Wi th aL and ML
J determine the angle t' from the
chart. The chord rotation A/h can then be cal-
culated from Bqo5, d/h- e - T. This value is
compared with that aS8umedin Step 2. If the cal-
culatedl\/h does not agree with the assumed, a
new !J (or I1/fO should be tried. The process is
repeated until aareement 1s found.
40 Calculate the moments PtJ. and Vb, using the
t:. and V values just determined. The following
(~)
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convenient relationship may be used for this
purpose 0
p6 + Vb· • ~ h ird I' M
" P r r y,",,','. "'1:' ,
in which d and Mare, respectively, the depthy
and yield moment of the column sect1oR o The derivation of
this equation is given elsewhereo lO
5. Prom the shear equilibrium condition of Eq. :) the
moment at the upper end of the column can be de-
termined, .".' -Nx, - (P4 + V~) •
6. With Mu· andS , determine the angle au 'from the
chartoThe joint rotation gu 1s then obtai ned
from Bq.4a, eU • au - T 0
10 When'U 1,. known, the restra1ning moment (M
r
>U
cart be", determined from themoment-totatlon re-
latioftlbipof the u'PE!rrestraintoTheexternal
Jo:i:nt moment is then obtained by applylnslq. 18.
(lIe)U .. (Ht)U + Mu. This is the external moment
consisterttwith the assumed lower endtotation "L •
8 0 The ab,ave steps are repeated for several selected
values of eL • The results are then plotted in
the form of a (Me)U VI. 8L (or 6th) curve from
which the maximum value of (Me)U can be determined.
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To analyze the case in which the two external moments
(Me)U and (Me)L are specified and the maximum value of Q lsto
be determined, the procedure described above haa to be modified.
In such a case,. the Ihearforce V of the co lultu\ls not known;
consequently, the aOl18 l' cannot bea.termln.d. Thta ·cornpliclltes
previous methodlitcpn.,i,j'ilof.el.ctlt1l d vll~. ofeL ··.nd.de-
termlnlngthe correspan41na COlumnmornentM"SIRce the lateral
force q 1s not ltrtown,tbeanale lJL;IIHIi~i;b. C,mpQted froM
Eq" 4b. It is therefor. not po•.,tt>le tCJde.t._~n.dlr.ctlythe
angle .~ by uSing theehart'. li(n~ev.r.l,avalu.Qfl.i.""sllroed.
the correspon4tnav,lueQf QlL c'\n beobtal..e4>lrOblthttcbart.Th4i
a8 sumed ,,·.. valuemay beth.eke4by tbe'fol10wlnlpr,oce4ure: Since
Q'L is now know.. , tbea...l.1¢an b'''etetMtnedft'oIlt1'.lJL~9L
(Eq. 4b). Consequently th.rotationAlhis'a18oknown (from Eq'. 5,
f:j/h • ~ - >1). When· tne .ssumedvalue of ·.eJl.s lubltltuted into the
right hand side of Eq. 7, thebend1nl IDo.n't. due toA and V ere
determined. By knowlngl1an4'A+ Vhtthe.hearforee V can be
calculated and a newvalue>of T (T-V/P) ilobtained. If the
assumed ~ 1s correct', the anile T just determlnedshould, agree
with the Tvalue used 'previously. Oth.rwise, anewlt,valuei.
assumed and the procedure 18 repeateduntl1an agreement bet\11e'en
the two Tvalues 1s found.
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After the correct value of 6 corresponding to the
selected value of 9L is found, the shear force V and, 1n turn,
the lateral force Q (Q. V + k~) can be determined, using the
procedure just described. The moment at the upper end of the column
is determined from the shear equilibrium condition of Eq. 3,
M-_ ... - (M- + PA +'Vh) III - (M- + L .h ~ AM) (8)
--0 -L -~ P r 2r t' y
Y
With ~ and ~ known, the chart can be used to find aU ; and the
upper joint rotation is then determined from Eq. 4a, eU • aU - r.
The known moment-rotation characteristic of the upper restraint
determines the restraining moment (Mr)U corresponding to the eU
just found. The sum of (Mr)U and Mu gives the external moment
(Me)U. When this moment and the given (Me)L together with the
lateral force Q found in the analysis are applied to the column,
the rotation aL produced at the lower joint will be the rotation
which was selected at the beginning of the 8081Y81so
Recall that the upper joint moment 1s a known quantity
in the problem; the external moment determined from the final step
of the above analysis should therefore be compared with this moment.
If the computed external moment differs from the given moment, a
new 9L should be selected and the above analysis is repeated. A
correct value of aL is found when the upper joint moment obtained
from the ana1ys1s agrees with the given moment. Accordingly, the
lateral force Q consistent with this 9L is the correct lateral
force which should be applied to the column.
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If all the above steps are repeated for different values
of aL ' several pairs of GL and Q values may be obtained. The
maximum value of Q can be found graphically by plotting ,the re-
The method of analysis outlined previously for restrained
columns with specified (Me)L and Q is illustrated by the following
example.
Illustrative Ex.mpl. 1
PROBLEM: A restrained column shown in Fig. 4 with a
slenderness ratio of 30 is subjected simultaneously to external
joint moments ("e)u and (Me)L and a lateral force Q. In addi-
tion, an axial force P III O.6P 1s applied at the top of they
column. The lower external moment and the lateral force are
given: (Me)L III -0. 2My and Q ... 0.002 P. the characteristics of
the rotational restraints are defined by (Mr)u'" 12.5 eu"y and
(Mr)L ... 25 eLMy . FOr I1ItmpHcity J it is assumed that no lateral
restraint is attached to the structure (k • 0). It is required
SOLUTION: The step-by-step calculations made for this
problem are summarized in Table 1. Each horizontal row in the
table records the solution for a selected value of aL (given in
Column 1). The nondimensional restraining moment (M )L/M
r y
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corresponding to a given 9L is obtained by multiplying the rota-
tion by 25 (characteristic of the lower restraint) and 1s recorded
in Column 2. The nondimenst6nal column moment ML/MY given in
Column 3 is the difference between (Me>L/M) and (~>L/My' Since
there is no lateral res traiLnt.':present t the shear in the column is
equal to the applied lateral force, that is, V. Q. The angle
1" can therefore be determined directly. By definition, it is
given by 1" • vIp • 0.002. The algebraic sum of T and 9L gives
the angle Q'L «Column 4), and the angle ~ is obtained by enterina
Fig. 3. The chord rotation A/h which determine$ the magnitude and
direction of the sway deflection 1s then obtained from the relation
(6 Ih). ~ - T. The values of ~ and Alh are listed in Columns 5
and 6, respectively.
The next step in the solution is to deterndne the moments
caused by, the sidesway deflection 6 and the shear force V. From
Sq. 1, it is known that the sum of these moments (nondimenslonalized
Phdby dividing the sum by MY) is equal to P- r 2r~· (O.6)(30)(1.l5)(~20.1~.
y
(The ratio d/2r is taken to be 1.15 which 1s the value for the
8WF31 section. However, for most of the available WF shapes, this
ratio is nearly constant.) When the value of ~ 1n Column 5 is
multiplied by 20.7, the product gives directly the required moment
sum (Column 7). Knowing the magnitude of M 1M and (P6 + Vh)/K_,
L Y:,7'J
the upper column moment, MU/M t can be determined by applying
y
Eq. 3 (Column 8).
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The angle aU at the upper end of the column is ob-
tained by entering Fig. 3 with ~/My and". The joint rotation
eU is then determined from the relationship 9U • ~U - T •
The values of on and aU are given, in Columns 9 and 10,
respectively.
When aU is known,. the restraining moment (Mr>U/My at
the upper joint can be obtained by DlUltiplyinl this angle by 12.5
(characteristic of the upper reltratllt). Thil '18 recorded in
Column 11. The a1sebraiclumfthe "jllUe81n'Colutnll8 8 and 11
In this example a wide ranaeol 'Lvalues has been
selected. The result. show that the column canswayln both
directions, dependlng on t'ha magnitude of the upper joint moment
(Me)U. 'lbis can be seen more clearly frolTl Fig. 4 inwhlchthe
upper joint moment, (M.~u/My , 18 plotted against the chord
rotation 6/h. When (H >u'IM is less than 0.125', the colunm al-
..... e····· .. ·.'· y
way. sways to the left. The structureremalns vertical when the
upper joint moment equals 0.125 M
, .' y
moment Pd is zero.
In this ease, the secondary
Figure 4 shows that the largest external moment that
can be applied to the upper joint ofthesubal8emblage 18 0.29.5 M •
Y
Also shown in the figure is a (M )U·1M VI. A/h curve for the same
e y
structure when no lateral force is applied. (Theanaiysis made for
this case is given 1n the next section.) The largest external moment
for this case is found to be O.35~My A comparison of these results
-18-
'indicates that the presence of the lateral force causes considerable
reduction in the moment-carryingcapaclty of the column.
ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL CASES
Restrained Columns Lo,.ded without Lateral Force
The analysis of restrained columns subjected to external moments
only 1s somewhat simpler than that of the general case o If the lateral
restraint is also absent, the ana1ys:l.8 can be simplified even further.
(The next article will consider column8with specified lateral re-
straints.) The structure tabe analyzed 18 shown lnFlg. 5(8). Por
this column the allgle 1" 1s equal to zero, because V- 0 0 Therefore
~L • at' aU· au and ~ • a/h. The secondary moment due to the lateral
displacement I:J. is again determined by Sq. 7, which 11 simplified to
become
plJ..L h d Q M
P r 'it"'yy
(9)
When the moments!\. and PA are known, the shear equilibrium condition
of Eqo 3 can be used directly to compute the moment ~o The following
example will 111ustratetheanalysls of this special ease.
Illustrative Example 2
The column to ~eanalyzedis the.one used in Example. 1, the
only difference bei"ng that in this example Q is assumed to be zero 0 The
solution is presented 1n Table 2 0 For each selected value of at
(Column 1), eight steps are required to determine the corresponding
value of (M >U/M (Column 9)0 As in the previous example, the computationse . y
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also yield the column moments. Hu/Hyand I\./My ' the joint rotation.
9u' and the chord rotation,A/h. In Fllo 6 the resulting moments,
Hu/My ' 1\/My and (He>u IMy , are plotted aaainst tbe chord rotation,
~/h. The solid lineabowl the' rel.tionshitpbetween the moment
(Me>u/My and the rotation A/h of the col_no Tb1$ curve wal .110
given in F180 4'.11 thecl_shct" line.
examinidI the twocla'h.dcu~v.'lnrt_()G,Qn>.'.n",ttl8tttere1,.110n..
ship between Mu/H, ..••n4A/....n4 ••• tbe·otbet 1\*,>...4 lIb. (fbe curVe
for 1\/My 1$ plottedwttb>fb.. /stan oftbe"'0Ul~ntc~~na~4/" In the
following d~8cUSllon,l>otb""/lI,.wUl,e.efe......tltllbYithelr lib ...
so 1ute values •) ,'rhe,'·00 lul1ll'ltClncl.:tC)8'\fay 'totb,e,1.t~whenth.
upper colwnn moment. Mglk,..· lsi latget' til.l1 tile .1QW~,r colwnn lIloment •
I\/Hy • Wbenltx,/lIy lI1a'1"j•• tb......It&,. t".t.11t~tU'te8w.Y8
to the rtght o There 'i.•• ,·,rto.'@1fa,'i"heu"the two'.• "col1.Qlln ,moments', are
equal, butact:l..nl,in' the "o.p"o.t~e',,'.I~.q•• o thtlfact.,.",!, "illustrated
by the intersection of the twoc!ashedcutvelontblvlrttealaxls o
The clockwise moment··· ·at ·theupper.·· ··.jo,nt··cofre'POndlt.11 .. l;o. no ·tlway
is equal to 0.161 My. If the two exterdal tIlOdleQta. (He)u!H, and
(M )L1M , are allowed to increase Simultaneously (in.ateadol onee y .'
beins fixed), the columnwl11 'llotsw,Yl4hen aconst8t\tratloof,
moments.
From the results siven in Table 2 the deformed cOllflaurations
of the column for vatious values of (M >U/M can be determlnedo Four
e y
such configurations are sketched lnrll. 6. ror low values of (M)U/M ,8y
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the column is bent in double curvature by two clockwise end
moments. The two end rotations, au and eL J and the chord
rotation, bo/h , are all negative. When (Me>U/My • 1.41, the
upper joint rotation becomes zero, but the chord rotation is
still negative. The lower column moment 1s now counterclockwise.
When (He>U/My is increased to 0.2, the lower joint rotation
becomes zero, and the upper joi(&trOtltlon·· and the chord rota-
tion are botbpos:ltive. ThecoludlRnow SW'Y8~()the right. Any
further increase in the- upper JointQlO.entwtllp:t:oc;luce a positive
rotation· at the lower end.
Res eratned· .ColumnsHav:f.ns Sp.clfled lA.te:ral·.J.teatra1nt,
Another special case wht;e;h can be etQclledanalytically
is the case in which a column is loaded wlthexternal joint
moments and 18reat:rained by a lateralre.. traint with a st'iff-
ness k .P/b (Pia. Sb). The reason forchoo$lng such a stiff-
ness is that the resistingff;Jrce offered by the restraint
nullifies completely tbeeffect of eeeondary moment PIi
on the strenlth of thecolu1lll. For,el1ery sideswaydeflection
6 t the restraint reacts with a force PAIl.. 'lbe resultant·
moment due to P and PAlh about the lower joint is
PAPA - ir* h- 0
Since there 18 no lateral force applied to the structure, Eq\) 13
can be reduced to
(10)
(11)
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or MU = - ML • Therefore, the presence of a lateral restraint
having k· p/h assures that the column will always be bent in
single curvature.
Because of the reduced number of variables involved,
the analysis of a column of this type 1s considerably simpler than
that of a general sway calumn. In this case. once the end rotation
8L is selected and the corresponding column moment l\, is deter-
mined, the rotation 8U ' the moment MU (Mu ... - ~) and the chord
rotation ~/h can be readily found without resorting to the type
of chart shown in Fig. 3. It is only necessary to use the moment-
rotation charts for beam-columns bent in symmetrical single curva-
ture. These charts are available elsewhere. II, 12
Since it is known in the present problem that MU'" - Mt '
the rotation Vu «angle between the chord and the tangent at the
upper end) is equal to -VL • Equations 6a and 6b can therefore be
combined to yield
(12)
in which y is the positive angle between the chord and the tangent
at the upper end (shown as Vu in Fig. 51b;»). The angle V corre-
sponding to a given end moment Mu can be found from the available
charts mentioned above. After the value of V is found, Eq. 12 can
be used to compute the angle 9U •
l20jalvo, M., and Fukumoto, Y., '~omo8raphs in the Solution of
Beam-Colunm Problemsr',' Bulletin. No .. 78, Welding Research Council J
New York, 1962
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With eU known, the external moment (He)u is readily determined
by applying the equilibrium condition at the upper joint. The
chord rotation corresponding to the known value of 8 U is given
by Eq. 6a
6th .. 9 - VU
Thus, the amount of side.way is also determined.
Illustrative ~.!!1Rl. 3
Consider the case when a lateral restraint with
(13)
k • P/h is ·.,dded to the column· of EKample2.Sincethe additlon
of such a restraint heath. effect of nullifyinI the PA moment,
the carrying capacity oltbe column will bEl considerably in-
creased o Thes tep-by-s tep cal,culatiOlts made forthlsexample
are given tnTabIeJ, and the results are sut1lllar1.ed graphically
in Fig. 7. In solving this example. themoment-rota.tioncurve
of a column with hit • 30 and PI'Py • 0.6 and subjected to two
equal, but opposite, end moments is used. The useful ranle of
that curve terminates at a maximum rotation of 0.0285 radian which
corresponds to the initiation of local buckling oftha column sec-
tion. ll , 13 The calculations given in Table 3 therefore end when"
the value of V has reached this limiting value.
13Lay, M.Go, "The Statical Load .... Deformation Behavioro£Planar
Steel Structures, ';' thesis presented to Lehigh university at
Bethlehem, Pa., 1n1964,in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Univers1tyMicrofilms,
Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan)
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The resulting external moment at the upper joint,
(M >u/" » and the corresponding chord rotation, 6th , of the
e y
column are plotted as the solid line in Fig. 70 The ~ximum
external moment that can be applied to the column before the
occurrence of local buckling In the column 1. found to be 0,985 M 0
Y
Also .hewn in Fla- 7 is the result obtained for the same column
but with upper rotational restraint removed (M • 0). The maximum
r
external moment for this case is equal to 0.39 M ~ A comparisony
of the two result. showl that the presence of the rotational restralnlng
increases greatly the moment-carrying capacity of the structure,
The increase in strength derived from the lateral re-
straint can be aeen by comparing the result of this example with
that of Example 2. Such a comparison ia shown 1n Fig~ 8. The
maximum moment which can be carried by the column with the apeci-
fied lateral restraint is almo.t three t i.athat whleb can', be
carried by the lame structure but without the restrainto The Brest
difference between the two maximum momentl indicates the importance
of considering the effect of secondary moment in the analysis of
columna permitted to .vayo
Restrained Columns With One Bnd Pinned
In many practical situations it will be found useful to
have solutions to columna pinned at one end. Since the procedure
for ana1y8inl such columna 1s considerably simpler than that de-
scribed for the aeneral case, it i. po.sible to study the effect
of variation of lateral force on the 8Way displacement of the
.tructurel. A study of this type ia very time consuming for the
-24-
general restrained column. The first structure to be analyzed
is a column pinned at the lower joint and subjected to a lateral
force Q applied at the level of the upper joint (Fig. .5(.).).
In this case, the equilibrium condition for the upper
joint becomes
(14)
or l\ == - M. When the rotation e of this joint is.elected in
the solution and the restraining moment ~ corresponding' to this
rotation is computed from the known restraining function, the
moment M at the top of the column lsdetermtned. The rotation
Y of the column (measured from the chord to the tangent) corre-
sponding to this moment may be obtained from the available moment-
rotation chart for beam-columns bent by one end moment. 11 , 12 The
compatibility condition of Eq. 6a can tben be used to compute the
chord rotation
AIh • e .. y
The shear equilibrium condition ofEq. 3 is reduced to
M + P fJ. + Qh .. 0
or, equivalently,
(15)
(16)
Qh == - (M + P6) == - (M +!-,. h !.. ~ M) (17 )P"i r 2r yy
The last equation is derived by applying' Eq. 9. Equation 17 deter-
mines the horizontal force Q which is consistent with the selected
joint rotation 9.
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Illustrative Example 4
PROBLEM: Determine the relationship between Q (or
Qh/My> and 6/h of the column shown in Fig • .5.(.c), assuming h. 40r
and P • 0.6 P • The structure will be studied for the followingy
four restraining functions: ~. 0 (pinned end), ~ • 100 9 MY I
~ • 200 9 My and ~ • .;(fixed end).
SOLUTION: The computations for the cases with M == 100 9 M
r y
and 200 9 M are tabulated in Table 4 and thereaults are plottedy
in Figo 9. The procedure outllnedabove has been followed closely
in the solution. The case with M • 0 is equivalent to a pinned
r
end column free to sway at the topo In this case
M • 0 (18)
consequently,
Qh == - Pfl
or
~ Phd A AM -. - P r 2r "1\-= ~ 27.6 ~. h
y y
(19)
(20)
This shows that a negative lateral force (acting toward the left)
is required to keep the column displaced in the positive direction.
The above equation is plotted 8S a straight line passing through the
origin in Fig. 90
joint rotation Q
In the other extre~e case in which M • Qa, the
r
1s always zero, and the chord rotation A/h equals
- yo The lateral force is again given by
The Effect of External Joint )(Q~nt
effect of the rotational restraint. 'lbecolumn is unstable> if the
(21)
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Phd
P r 2r Y)y
is equal to 0.226 M Ih .y
M
-(--My
..
There is a value of the stiffness for which the column
.Qh • _(L + P
M M Py y y
moment M on the load-deformation behavior of the column. The
e
It is now of interest to study the effect of an external
l4Levi , V., Driscoll, G. C., Jr., and Lu, L. W., "Analysis of Beam-
and-Column Subassemblages in Planar Multi-Story Frames," Report
No. 273.11, Fritz Engrg. Lab., Lehigh Univ., Bethlehem, Pa., 1964
Figure 9 also shows that the lateral force Q changes its
this example the maximum value of Q
the absolute maximum when the restraint becomes infinitely stiff. For
The results of this example show clearly the significant
the ultimate strength increasesaccordinaly. The lateral force reaches
to 100 M
Y
laterally under the applied axial force • Th·erequiredstiffness can
sign as the rotational stiffness of. the restraint increases from 0
restraint 1s not present. As the stiffness of the restraint increase.,
equation may be used to determine the lateral force Q consistent
can carry no lateral force (Q -0). The structure tends to buckle
therefore be determined by.· buckling analysis and is found to be
with the assumed V 0
When a value of yis assumed, the moment HIM can be found from they
appropriate moment-rotation chart available elsewhere. 12 The above
44 M A detailed description of thebucklina analysis can bey
found elsewhere. 14
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deformed configuration of the 8ubassemblage 1s shown 1n Fig. 5(d).
The structure may be analyzed 'by the procedure described above and
illustrated in Example 40 The effect of the external moment is
taken into account in the joint equl1ibriumequation which is written
8S
or
M -M - Me r
(22)
(23)
and M • 0.2 Me y
Therefore, the moment at the upper end ofthecolumnls equal to
the difference betweenH and M 0e r
In Fig. 10 three curves ,showing the rellltlonshlp between
the lateral force (qhlM .ndtheehord Itot'tlol\ :6~h of the columny
considered in the previ.ous example are plotted. the restraining
function is assumed to be M .. 1001 M 0 Tb.>cur:vesare computed
ry
for three values of the external moment:M • -0.2 M , M -0
e , y e
Tbesisnifiean'tconcept ,illustrated by the curves
1s that the 'external moment wille1ther help the column resist more
lateral force or reduce the 8truct~.'~'1 load-carrying capacity, de-
pending on the sense of the moment. If Me i.counterclocKwise, it
acts 8S a restrainingmomentj and if M if clocKwise, it hinders
e
the resistance to lateral force.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Methods have been presented for the analysis of restrained
columns that are permitted to sway in the plane of the applied loads.
The columns are rotationally restrained at both ends and laterally
restrained against sway at the upper joint. The loads applied to the
columns are the axial force, P, the lateral force, Q, and ,the two
joint moments, (Me)U and (Me)L. In all the casesltudled the force
p and the moment (Me)L are assumed to be known.
The analys18 gives either the relationshlp between the joint
moment (Me)U and the sway displacement A/h(if Q 18speclflctd) or
the relationship between the lateral force Q and the displacement
6/h (1f (Me)u is given) 0 These relationshlJ:l8 represent the .behavior
of the columns in the elastic and inelastic rartg.,and permit the
determination of the maximum load-carrying capaclt$..es. ' The application
of the methods was illustrated by the example shown in rigo 4.
The general methods of analysis were simplified to become
special methods for the four types of columns shown in Plio 50 These
methods were discussed in detail and -their applleationawere illustrated
by three examples. Analysis of the results obtained froma11the examples
led to the following conclusions:
1. The presence of a lateral force acting in the
direction of the sway displacement causes a re-
ducti()n 1n the moment-carrying 'capacity ofa column
(Fig. 4).
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2. For the case of a column loaded by two joint
moments the direction of sidesway depends on the
magnitude and the sense of the applied moments.
It is possible that for certain combinations of
the two moments the column may remain vertical
(Fig. 6).
3. The secondary moment resulting fr~msway de-
flections reduces appreciably theultimatestreDath
of a column (Fig. 8). The-reduction isparOticularly
significant if biah axial foree i.present in
the column. This feet indicat.8the need of
considering the effect of deformation in the
analysis and design of unbraced bUilding frames.
4. The maximum lateral force that can be carried by
a column increases as the stiffness of the rota-
tional restraint increases ,butappro.aches a
limit whE!n the restraint becomes infinitely
stiff (Fig- 9).
The above conclusions have been incorporated in the
development of a new design method for unbraced'·,multi-story frames. 4
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APPENDIX - NOTATION
The following syabols have been adopted for use in this
paper:
d lIB, Depth of,aectlon
B .. Young'. modulus
F .. Symbol representing restraining function
h .. Height of column
k • Stlffnel8 of lateral restraint
~
l\
(Me>U
(Me>L
(Mr>U
(Mr>L
p
p
y
Q
r
v
0/
ay
,.
-31-
• Moment at upper end of column
.. Moment at lower end of column
• External moment applied at upper joint
• External moment applied at lower Joint
== Restraining moment offered by .upper restraint
• Restrainins moment offered by lower restraint
.. Axial force in column
• Axial yield force of column cross section
• Horizontal force
= Radius of gyration about strong axis
• Shear in column'
a Angle between thrust line and tansentat one 'end of column
• Angle between thrust line and chord of column
• Angle bet~een tangent and chord of column
• Sway displacement
:II Joint rotation III angle between vertical and tangent
• Yield stress of material
.. Angle between thrust line and vertical
'.,
TABLE i SO~UTIONOF ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 1;
RESTRAINED COLUMN SUBJECTED TO BOTH E?C.+ERN~ :MO~~~S-.AND LATERAL FORCE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 9 10 11 12
(Mr)L ~ #I ~ (Mr)U (Me)UG " .- o{L (3 ~ P6"+Vh ~U 8U. - hL >M M M M M M
Y Y Y Y Y Y
-0 .. 012 -0 .. 300 0,,100 -0.010 -.0 ~0107 -0 .. 0127 -0. 2215 0.1215 -0.0097 -0.0117 -0.1463 -0 .. 0248
-0.010 -0.250 0.050 -0.008 -0.0080 -0.0100 -0.1655 O. 1155 ~O.OO68 -0.0088 -0. 1100 0 .. 0055
-0,,008 -0 .. 200 a -0.006 -0.0054 -0 .. 0074 -0.1118 0.1118 -0.0042 -0.0062 -0.0775 0.0343
-0" 006 -0. 150 -0,,050 -0 .004 -0.0028 -0.0048 -0.0580 0.1080 -0" 0014 -0'.0034 -0.0425 0.0655
, -0,,004 -0 G 100· -0.100 -0 .002 -0.0003 -0. 0023 -0. 0062 0 0 1062 0.0014 -0.0006 -0.0080 0.0982
-0.002 ~O .050 -0 .. 150 O· 0.0022 0.0002 0.0455 0" 1045 0.0040 0.0020 0.0250 0.1295
0 0 -0 .. 200 0.002 0.0048 0.0028 0.0994 . 0.1006 0.0068 0.0048 0.0600 0.1606
0.002 0.050 --0.250 0 .. 004 0.0075 0.0055 0.1553 o.~0947 0.0097 0.0077 0.0963 0 .. 1910
0.004 0.100 -0.300 0.006 0.0100 0.0080 0.2070 0.0930 0.0123 ' 0,,0103 0.,1275 0.2205
0.006 0 0 150 -0" 350 0.008 0.0128 0.0108 0.2650 0.0850 o~ 0153 0~9133 0.1650 0.2500
0,,008 0.200 -0.400 0.010) 0.0160 0.0140 0.3312 0.0688 . 0.0185 0.0165 0.2063 0 .. 2751
0,,010 0.250 -0.450 0.012 0.0200 0.0180 0.4140 0.0360 . 0 .. 0228 0 .. 0208 0 .. 2588 0.2948
TABLE 2 SOLUTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 2
RESTRAINED COLUMN SUBJECTED ONLY TO EXTERNAL MOMENTS (NO LATERAL FORCE)
.- 1
1
gi,,~ lX.L
-0,,012
-00010
,-0 0 00'8
, ',-O~ o. qO.6 .
":"0 0 004':-'
.., ~ -
-0'0'002,
o
0.002
0,,004
0 0 006
0,,008
00010
2.
(Mr)L
My
. '-0 .. 300
-0".250:
-O~.200
:,-0 .. 150
. _ . ': -0 "100'·
:-00050
o
0 .. 050
0,,100
0 0 150
0.,200
0.250
3
.~
M
'y
0" 100,
0,,050
.. '" \ ',0'
-0.'050
.. -0:,0100
"';'.0'.150·>'
. '.
-0" 200
::':'0.250.
-0.300
-0" 350
-0.400
-0,,450
4·
., ()= ~ .. ,
.h
-0" 0125
-0 0 0100 .~
-000'0073'
. . ' :~O .. 0046
.-0 ..:"0020-.. '.:"
0 .. 9005.
000031
0" 0056--
0,,0082
0 0 0110
0 .. 0140
0.0180
5
p~
11'
,Y
-0 0 2598
..-0 ~·2070·
·~O.o'1511
. "':0"00952
~_ ~ _ .to·
-0 0.,04~4"
0 0 '0104' ..-
000642
0" 1159:
0 .. 1697
0 .. 2277
0 .. 2898
0 0 3726
6·
M'
u·
My
0" 1598
: 001570
'001511,
0' .. -1452
~.'O 0.1414·.-
0" 1396
·0:, 1358
001341
0.1303
O~1223
0 .. 1102
0 .. 0774
7
. ;Q_~., =el
lT
: '.
U., '1-J; "
-0,,0110
'. "~O .. 0085·
-0. OqS5,.-
.\' '.-0. 09~.o.
", a
0.• 062-7
0,,00.52
0'" 0080
0 0 0110
0,,0148.
0 .. 0180
0.0220
8
(Mr)U'
M
Y
:",0·'., 1375
.,'. ~0.~'1063
-0·.0688
-'.'-0
0
0375 '.
·0 .
.0;, 0338
0 .. 0650
0 0 1000
0.1375
001850
0,.2250
0.,2750
9
(Me)U
M
Y
0.0223
0.0507'
0.,0823
001077"
'0'0 1414 .
0 .. 1734
• _ t ~
0.2008
0 .. 234);
0.2678
0.3073
0 0 3352
0 0 35.24
TABLE 3 SOLUTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 3
RESTRAINED COLUMN WITH SPECIFIED LATERAL-_,_RE~TRAINT (NO J4\.TERAL FORCE)
--
·1 - 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
;
QL
(Mr)L (Me)L ~ ~ r QU (Mr)U (Me)U b,.-= --M M M M M M 11y y y y y y I
-0.0060 -0.1500 -0.20 -0.0500 o.00tO-80 -0.0044
-0.0550 -0.0050 .- -0.00520
-0.0040 -0.1000 -0.20 -0.1000 0.00145 -0.0009
-0.0125 0.0875 -0 .. 00245
-0 .0020 -0.0500 -0.20 -0.1500 0.00235 0.0027 0.0338 0.1838 0.00035
-
0.0020 0.0500 -0'.20 -0.2500 0.00390 0.0098 0"1225 0.3725 0.00590
0.0040 0.1000 -0.20 -0.3000 0.00520 0.0144 0.1800 0.4800 0.00920
._.0.0060 0.1500 -0.20 -0.3500 0.00700 0.0200 O~ 2500 0.6000 0.01300
'0.0070 0.1750 -0'.20 .-0.3750 0.00880 0.0246 0.3075 0.6825 0.01580
0.0075 0.1875 -0.20 -0.3875 0.01090 0.0293 0.3663 0.7538 0.01840
0.0075 0.1875 -0.20 -0.3875 0.01450 0.0365 0.4563 0.8438 0.02200
.,
0.0070 0.1750 -0.20 -0.3750 0.01675 0.0405 0.5063 0.8813 0.02375
0.0060 0.1500 -0.20 -0.3500 0.01930 0.0446 0.5575 0.9075 0.02530
0.0040 0.1000 -0 0 '20 -0.3000 0.02420 0.0524 0.6550 0.9550 0.02820
-.0.0020 0.0500 -0.20 -0.2500 0.02840 0.0588 0.7350 0.9850 0.03040
!:ABLE ,4 SOLUTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 4-
..... - ~"""'"'"':' --
RESTRAINED COL1:JMl'I WITH ONE END PINNED AND SUBJECTED TO _LATERAL- ,FORCE
'.':. '/ '._" -:.'--- ----::.;-:=-~:~' -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
M M 6 P6. . Qh_r
.'">
- 1Q M ~M -. h M M
Y ,Y Y Y.
1'1 = 100 g M '-
r y
0 .. 0020 0.20 -0.20 -0.0027 0.0047 O. 1297 0.0703
0.0030 0.30 -0.30 -0.0043 0 .. 0073 0.2015 0.0985
0.0040 0,,40 -0.40 -0.0065 0.0105 0.2898 O. 1102
0.0045 0.45 -0.45 -0,,0082 0 0 0127 0 0 3505 0.0995
M = 200 g M
r y
,-J
0.0010 0.20 -0 .. 20 -0.0027 0 .. 0037 0,,1021 0.0979
0 0 0015 0.30 -0 .. 30 -0 00043 0 .. 0058 0.160\ O. 1399
0,,0020 0.40 -0.40 -0 .. 0065 0.0085 0.2346 0.1654
0l'OO225, 0 0 45 -0.45 -0.0082 0,,0106 0 .. 2925 0 .. 1575
0 0 0023 Oo~6 -0.-46 -0 4 0092 0(10115 0.3174 OD1426
~ \
(0) Unbraced", Frame
(b) Sway Subassemblo'ge (c) .Restrained Column
FIG. 1 UNBRACED FRAME" SWAY SUBASSEMBLAGE AND RESTRAINED COLUMN
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-- . FIG. 2 A RESTRAINED COLUMN PERMITTED TO SWAY'
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F.IG. 4 ANALYS IS OF A RESTRAINED COLUMN WI'rH
SPECIFIED (Me)L AND Q (EXAMPLE 1)
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FIG. 5 SPECIAL TYPES OF RESTRAINED COLUMNS
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FIG. 6 ANALYS IS OF A RESTRAINED CO'LUMN WITH
NO LATERAL FORCE (EXAJYlPLE 2) .
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FIG. 7 ANALYSIS OF A RESTRAINED COLUMN WITH A
SPECIFIED LATERAL RESTRAINT (EXAMPLE 3)
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FIG. 8 COMPARISON OF MOMENT VS. SWAY RELATIONSHIPS OF A
COLUMN WITH AND WITHOUT LATERAL RESTRAINT
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FIG. 9 ANALYSIS OF A RESTMINED COLUMN WITH ONE END PINNED.
AND SUBJEC,TED .TO A LATERAL FORCE (EXA:MPLE4)
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FIG. 10 ANALYSIS OF A R:ESTRAINED COLUMN WITH ONE END PINNED AND
SUBJECTEP TO A ~TERAL'FORCE AND'AN EXTERNAL MOME~T
